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SMART CONTRACT:
A smart Contract is a virtual contract that can be defined technically as a
transaction protocol. The most pleasing part of smart contract development
is automatic execution which means once the smart contract builds and the
things happen automatically till the contract ends. It executes automatically,
controlling the relevant document actions based on the terms and condition
of the contract. Smart contracts reduce the likelihood of process dispute,
saves time, and makes the process cheaper, faster, and more efficient. The
smart contract powered centralized, decentralized, and hybrid exchanges
with Ethereum, EOS, and more. The blockchain-based application is
scheduled to run when certain conditions are met. There are some benefits:
like Security, Costs, Transparency and Speed. Smart contracts are essential
for the development of decentralized applications. The smart contract
development company also enables easier smart contract integration and
updatability by implementing.
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DeFi smart contract:
DeFi Smart Contract Development is technology that enhances the DeFi
token feature with benefits for its users. It offers the delightful DeFi
smart contract development service across the world at an affordable
cost. Decentralized finance is a financial platform that is decentralized. It
is a very fast-growing open-source blockchain development and it
provides various acts in the financial sector like loans, insurance,
exchange, asset trading, etc. The best part of DeFi development is, it
provides a P2P transaction. 
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Use-Case Of DeFi Smart Contract:
External Factors - There is an extensive chance of collaboration of various third parties
as external factors to influence the DeFi protocol network. 

Digitization - The finance system mostly takes place in the standard way which has vast
paperwork and involvement of third parties plus unwanted wages in different ways
which lead to loss of the up-coming financial lending folks. These issues can be easily
solved by smart contract usage in the DeFi protocol network, which makes the contract
stable and makes it digitised.

Disputes - The financial transaction discussion occurs when there is a huge chance of
dispute between involved parties. The sturdy agreement between both parties which is
successfully done by the smart contract. 

Security - When any fund transaction takes place there is a heavy chance of
contravention action to take place but it can be easily eschewed by the smart contract.
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